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Learn to play somewhere over the rainbow on ukulele

Pretty Muddy Birmingham 5k 2017 Cancer is happening right now, which is why I'm taking part in a Race for Life Pretty Muddy to raise money and save lives. 1 in 2 people will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime. Every single pound you donate makes a difference to Cancer Research UK’s groundbreaking work, so
please sponsor me now. Dear Lifehacker,I've always wanted to learn how to play the guitar, but I can't afford private lessons. Plenty of people have told me I can learn on my own with online tools, but I have no idea where to start. How would you suggest I learn how to play?Sincerely,Waiting to ShredDear WS,Learning
an instrument is a bit intimidating at first, but the benefits range from increasing your memory capacity to making your better at math. You can learn to play on your own as long as you're willing to spend the time doing it. Here are a few of the better resources and the habits that'll help you along the way.Use Free Video
and Web TutorialsYou have a ton of options for learning how to play an instrument online. YouTube is one of best ways to get expert education on playing an instrument for free and you can find lessons for just about any instrument you can imagine.YouTube's music section has tutorials for how to play any instrument in
pretty much any style you want. Search for the instrument you want to learn, and spend a couple of minutes watching the teacher. If they feel like a good fit, you're done. If not, move onto the next one. It's okay if you're picky because you have a ton of options, so find a teacher you like. If videos aren't your thing, you can
almost always find free written guides for most instruments. About's hobbies section can help with common instruments like the guitar and piano. Otherwise, a Google search should reveal free guides for just about every instrument imaginable. If sheet music is more your thing, a web app like Soundslice is an excellent
way to learn songs with both interactive notation and tabs. Just queue up a song and you see the song streaming across a sheet of music. Similarly, you can use YouTube to learn songs you already love. Chordify turns a music video on YouTube into tabs so you can practice and play them. Use Mobile Apps to Practice
(or Study) on the GoBoth the iTunes App Store and Google Play have massive directory's of mobile apps that help you take your learning on the go. It might sound silly, but having a way to (quietly) practice an instrument on the bus is pretty great. As you'd expect, the bulk of these apps teach you skills like chords and
how to read sheet music. They do a good enough job at it that you might find yourself using them even when you're at home. Assuming you don't want to take your instrument of choice with you everywhere you go, an app's a pretty stand-in for most aspects of the learning process.Get Live Video Help When You Need
ItSometimes no amount of video tutorials or reading can help you figure something out. In that case, it's time to turn to a real life teacher. Teachers are great because it's easier to ask a real human questions. They can also point out if your posture is bad or if you're misunderstanding a core concept. Of course, a real
person does cost money, but since one-off meetings are more common online than they are with an in-person teacher, you won't need to spend as much. Google's Helpouts are a great place to find a cheap teacher, and music lessons over Skype or Bandhappy are easy to set up. You don't need to do this for a full
course of lessons, but for the occasional question and check-in, a video meeting can help a lot. Set Up a Practice Time and Stick to ItWhen you're learning how to play an instrument on your own, it's important to stick with some kind of routine. As with any online education, it's best if you're independently driven since a
teacher won't hound you to finish your work every week. So, set a time and practice deliberately. If you need some help with motivation, we've got you covered.While it may be true that there are no shortcuts to anywhere worth going, there certainly are ways…Read moreYou'll also want to intentionally hinder yourself
sometimes. As we've pointed out before, failure helps us learn. When you're taking lessons online or learning how to play a specific song from YouTube, it's easy to rely too much on those guides. Remember to take a step away from the computer and practice without it now and again. Learning new skills is one of the
best ways to make yourself both marketable and happy, but…Read moreAfter you get comfortable with playing, it's a good idea to start recording yourself to see how you sound so you can improve. You don't need a special crazy music production studio. Your phone or computer's mic is fine. The goal is to make yourself
aware of your mistakes so you know what you need to work on. This is an important part of having a teacher that's hard to emulate on your own, but it's possible if you can tune your ear enough to notice your mistakes.Over the last month we've learned all about the basics of music production, posting new lessons on…
Read moreFinally, have fun and experiment. It's easy to get caught up in rushing through a series of videos or a set of lessons and forget to enjoy what you're doing. Don't be afraid to walk away from the computer and start writing your own stuff. Even it's terrible it'll at least be your own. Good luck!LifehackerPhoto by
woodleywonderworks. We've shown you how to learn to play an instrument online in the past, but CNET's Don Reisinger has a great roundup of even more resources for the job, focusing primarily on the guitar. Chances are at one point or another, you've either purchased an instrument or considered doing so Read
moreThe guide features several great web sites for polishing your guitar chops, including All Guitar Chords and Chordbook, two solid-looking resources for learning your chords. Reisinger does feature one drumming resource (which also looks really great) called VirtualDrumming if the guitar isn't your instrument of
choice. If you've always been eager to teach yourself to play an instrument, both our guide and CNET's suggestions look like good places to start.Already consider yourself somewhat of an expert on your musical instrument of choice? Let's hear your best tips for getting started in the comments.Learn how to play an
instrument online [CNET] If you're looking for an exercise that's fun, interesting, and will work out your entire brain, grab an instrument and start playing.Anita Collins at the TED-Ed YouTube channel explains whats going on in your brain when you jam out. When you play music, the entire brain lights up because you're
using almost every region of the brain. Specifically the regions dedicated to audio, visual, and motor functions. Naturally, those regions are strengthened as you practice and play your instrument more and more, and that leads to many benefits outside of music. These benefits include a better attention to detail, stronger
planning and strategic skills, and a better memory. Not sure where to start? Don't worry, learning an instrument is very doable as long as you have the drive and are willing to put in the effort. You can even learn everything you need in the comfort of your own home. So grab an instrument you've always wanted to learn
and get that brain working.Dear Lifehacker,I've always wanted to learn how to play the guitar, but I can't afford private…Read moreHow playing an instrument benefits your brain | YouTube When I decided that I wanted to learn how to play the guitar, I wasn't sure where to start –- so I turned, as I always do, to my trusty
iPad. I'm not the most spontaneous person in the world – my wife and kids would say that is a huge understatement. I am a bit programmed and disciplined and really work on "trying new things." So, in my disciplined way, I decided that at 48 years of age, it was time for a mid-life crisis. Since I'm not terribly spontaneous,
I have an amazing, beautiful wife and six great kids, my mid-life crisis needed to be something out of the norm. I thought about getting a motorcycle, but my family seems to think I lack the proper coordination and that it might end very badly for me if I tried that. Then it dawned on me – what I wanted to learn how to do
was play the guitar. I have been playing the piano since I was about six, I knew music theory and I played in bands in high school; but what I really wanted to do was learn the guitar. I found my goal, and set upon my journey with iPad 2 in hand to start my adventure. The first thing I needed to do was buy a guitar. I fired
up my eBay app to see if I could get a good used one. When nothing jumped out at me, I launched the PriceGrabber app and looked for a guitar that got a great write up in Guitarist Magazine that I had just read using iOS 5's Newsstand. PriceGrabber - Free - Download Now I ordered my new guitar and started looking
for apps to teach me how to use it. I was very surprised that when I did a search for "Guitar" in the App Store, I found over 800 iPad apps and close to 2000 iPhone apps. Where to start? I narrowed my search to "Beginner Guitar" to narrow the field a bit. Pay dirt! Beginner Guitar Songs - Free - Download now I found
Beginner Guitar Songs from GuitarJamz.com. Marty Schwartz, who is an amazing guitar teacher, showed me how to hold the guitar, how to hold the pick, basic strumming patterns and then introduced easy chords to learn. I quickly progressed through the Beginner Lesson Series and advanced to Important Guitar
Chords. After an afternoon, I could play an E minor, A major, D major, G major, E major, A minor and C major chords –not bad for the first day. The next morning of my first weekend with a guitar, I fired up the Beginner Guitar app again and went through the Strumming Patterns and tried to learn some songs from the
Easy Guitar Songs section. This was so much fun and I could really see some progress. One thing that Marty did mention in the lessons was keeping your guitar in tune. I had forgotten about that. I touched base with some musician friends and read up on line. It seems that the "purists" like to use a tuning fork, the
"realists" like to use an analog chromatic tuner and the "techies" like the digital chromatic tuner. I just couldn't see dropping close to a hundred bucks on a tuner when I knew there must be "…an app for that." Back to the App Store – this time searching for Guitar Tuner. I came across many options, but I settled on
Cleartune Chromatic Tuner. For $3.99, I figured it would be worth a shot and it is great. Play a note on the guitar and the "analog looking" dial shows you how far off from the actual note you are. I just tuned my strings and kept plucking and tuning until the guitar was in perfect tune. $3.99 - Cleartune Chromatic Tuner -
Download now Now I was ready to learn more chords – I had about seven under my belt and I wanted more. I found the Howcast Guitar Lessons app and found over 140 video lessons – mostly chords and progressions. I spend the better part of the day learning more chords. I continued each day; adding a new chord
and then reviewing the ones I had learned. By the end of the first week I had about 10 chords I was comfortable with. By the end of the second week, I had about fifteen I could remember and play. The Howcast app also taught me how to play scales and I learned the Pentatonic scales and the Blues scale and felt like I
was ready to dive into some music. $1.99 - Guitar Lessons from Howcast - Download now I so enjoyed the GuitarJamz app that I looked for more stuff from Marty Schwartz and found Blues Licks, Solo Guitar and 100 Lessons and I downloaded all those apps. I then saw that in addition to the apps and the website, Marty
had hundreds of lessons for free on his YouTube channel. I watched, learned and experimented to see what I could do. I had to remember, I was only a little over two weeks into my new hobby. What I learned was that some of my favorite classic rock songs were pretty easy. America's "Horse With No Name" – two
chords. The Beatles' "Let it Be" – four chords. Cat Stevens' "Peace Train" – four chords. I could do this. Over the next few weeks – and now after about four months – I have been watching YouTube videos, using the Chromatic Tuner app and downloading guitar sheet music via the Songsterr Plus app. The guitar
learning apps showed me how to read guitar tablature and chord diagrams – so I can do that as well. $9.99 - Songsterr Plus - Download now As I write this, I have just learned the guitar solo to Pink Floyd's "Wish You Were Here" – something I never envisioned I would be doing four months into learning how to play the
guitar. Now, I still need lots of work and I'm sure my technique needs improving. Thanks to a Valentine's present for my first "in-person" guitar lesson, I hope to work on those things and more. However, the reality is that I really did learn how to play the guitar using my iPad. Have you learned how to do something new
using your iPad? Let us know by posting a comment below or joining this discussion thread in our forums. We may earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more.
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